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I have done extensive research on these trucks and I have a backlog of about pages of
information I have obtained from the Defense Department. These reports include testing in
desert environment, airdrop survivability, Diesel conversions, etc. I will be scanning these
documents and adding them as time permits. Yes No 0. Buy and sell electronics, cars, fashion
apparel, collectibles, sporting goods, digital cameras, baby items, coupons, and everything else
on eBay, the world's online marketplace. Bid on military surplus and government surplus
auctions at Government Liquidation, your direct source for army surplus, navy surplus, air force
surplus and government auctions on military vehicles, medical and dental equipment. William
A. Watson, II. I was the winning bidder and am now the proud owner. The truck hadn't run or
been used in a few years, but the Infiniti M37 forum including pricing, specifications,
performance parts and accessories, manuals and discussions. Enjoy the videos and music you
love, upload original content, and share it all with friends, family, and the world on YouTube. All
you ever wanted to know about military vehicles, the WWII military jeep and all parts related.
Facebook is a social utility that connects people with friends and others who work, study and
live around them. People use Facebook to keep up with friends, upload an unlimited number of
photos, post links and videos, and learn more about the people they meet. Craigslist provides
local classifieds and forums for jobs, housing, for sale, services, local community, and events.
Additionaly we have Camping supplies and Reviewed on Nov 24st, Dodge M37 Registry Web
Site. Tagged as: g Competing rank. Create widget. Create your widget. Domain name. Top
alternate of g See mseriesrebuild. Tagged as: 5 ton , M38 , M56 military trucks. List of g See
ebay. See dodgem Tagged as: Dodge , M , Military Truck. See m See govliquidation. Tagged as:
army auction , army surplus , dental equipment. Tagged as: dodge m See infinitim See youtube.
Tagged as: Broadcast Yourself , camera phone , free. See vintagepowerwagons. Tagged as: 4x4
, Dodge , dodge power wagon. See g See facebook. Tagged as: Friends , People , facebook. See
seattle. Tagged as: Community , classifieds , craigslist. See adirondackdodgeparts. Tagged as:
Dodge , Jeep , M Related searches. Most popular. Latest searches. It looks like you're new here.
If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. I had a few minutes today so I stopped by to look at the new M I did not get
in the locked car, my salesman wasn't there, so I just walked around and looked at the outside
and through the windows to see the interior. I left far less excited than I had anticipated. The
rear looks like G37 with it's bulging taillights. Actually, my impression was that it was a larger G
I really had to look for it. The fancy, optional interior japanese wood with silver highlights looks
tacky to me Given the option, I would pay extra to get the std wood.. The dash layout is
different, but really very much the same. The clock moved and the buttons have moved a little,
but no big change. It does look better though,,,,more current. Steering wheel buttons are now
more clustered around the horizontal spokes. Wheels look the same Seats appear identical to
those in my which maybe is good I absolutely hate this "safety feature" in my M It's useless
finding if the next exit on an interstate has any decent restaurants My lease is up in June so I
have time to decide if it's time for something different, even though I'm sure the M37 will be the
price performer. Tagged: Infiniti Infiniti M37 Sedans. March I am in the market for a M37 and test
drove one yesterday with Tech package. I was very impressed with the fit and finish of the car.
The interior was as nice as it looks in pictures tranquil feel in my opinion. The wood trim with
the aluminum trim had a great balance. Power was more than adequate and more than the
outgoing V The car had a nice ride not as quiet as a Lexus GS and took turns with ease with
little body roll. Also, for those of you looking for pricing, Infiniti updated their website with the M
and current offers. Both lease and purchase pricing are out there under "Current Offers"
running 2. Also they are running 3. March edited March I got a chance to drive one and have
some intial impressions. Ride is slightly smoother. The drive mode selector is no gimmick. It
does affect the driving experience. You can choose from Standard, Sport, Snow and Eco
modes. Standard is self explanatory. In Sport you can definitely feel the gears hold longer and
throttle response increase. Eco mode is programmed to save gas and even comes with a color
coded light that tells you wether you are driving in a fuel efficient manner. Eco mode may be a
little too extreme for some. It significantly reduces throttle response and accleration. Exterior
looks good with the Sport, aggressive lines all around. Only gripe is that I wish the rear was
also different from the non-Sport models. Interior is nice. Now, you move the round controller
completely. Malbec Black exterior color has red metallic flakes in it. It's subtle enough that it
doesn't look gaudy and still looks black. How many miles were on the demo? Was there any
feeling of hesitancy or sluggishness in standard as opposed to the sports mode? I really love
the sexiness of the rear end; they really smoothed it out and put some curves in it and got rid of
the big bloaty boxy rear-end the current M has! I stopped by my local dealer and got to drive the
M The dealer threw an "outrageous" lease price for it, not to mention the "sticker" is more than

the Lexus G35, or Jaguar XF, and about on par with the Mercedes E!!! Personally, I think it is a
great car, but disappointed in the styling and I believe Infiniti is going to be disappointed in their
sales activity at these prices Way too much sticker for this car I have a Max SV and I pulled up
right behind the new M37 at the Infiniti dealership yesterday afternoon and there was a whole
bunch of people looking at that and the EX35s around it as well I had several people come up
and look at my car and then the M and then looked confused and ask me if the car was the same
:surprise: ; I was like, well take a look at the Nissan emblems and you'll see the difference! I saw
them at my dealer when I got my oil changed on my G. Since having a baby a couple weeks ago,
I'm looking for something a little bigger. For some reason it seems higher than I remember. I
priced a M56X and didn't like that you have to have a certain color interior with some packages.
Upgrading the rims to the Sport package rims is far from an inexpensive task. Premium package
must go before any other upgrade. I too am not impressed with the 18" rims. Other than that
and the very cheap looking painted inside door handles, the car is a winner. I'm only interested
in the Base model and premium package which brings me to about 50 big ones. However, once
the heavier discounting begins in a few months after the s are depleted , I'm sure this car can be
had for the Mid 40s. If I wait till the end of the year the deep deep discounts will begin. This a
sad economy and this is a relatively expensive car. The two don't go well together, which gives
the advantage to the consumer if he can be patient. I love this car with what I think is the best
interior to date for Infiniti. I drove the car and liked it very much not much to dislike about this
car The exterior says Maxima to me not a bad think in my opinion The interior was great I drove
one loaded up with all the packages. The upgraded leather is great. I sat in one without the
upgrade and I felt like I was sitting on sandpaper given how nice the upgraded leather was. I
could not open the car up given a very limited test loop. Seems quick. The price however was a
shocker the car I drove went for over 57k, That is a ton of money. They will need to do some
serious discounting for this car to sell well in my opinion. I would guess that in a few months
the heavier discounting will most likely begin. The economy is in the Toilet and luxury cars get
hurt the most. Now is not a good time to look for a deal. I plan to wait this out, but the new M is
definetly on "my list". I took my 2rd ride yesterday - 2wd M Premium Package, wheat interior
and Black Obsidian exterior. The car look much better in person IMHO and the interior is nicely
done. The ride was smooth and the cabin is very roomy. The seats are more comfortable than
my M35S but the pick up is less pronounced than mine. Don't get me wrong the engine is
powerful but the off the line power is better in my car. Car felt planted to the road even though it
wasn't the sport model. I was really disappointed with the door handle and the fake looking
aluminum piece that surrounded it, but everything else looked top notched. The wood grain was
beautiful while the nav screen wasn't affected by the sun light like the current model. There are
sensors all over the interior for "quality of air" control which was a pleasant surprise and the
Bose system sounded better this was not the 5. The car looks and fell bigger than my M35S but
handled just as well. I like it; no test drive - just sat inside and got to see it up close. Road noise
would be a deal killer for me. Even the Lexus GS I drove the other day had some road noise as
well. Tire choice can be a factor. At least Infiniti doesn't have the horror stories that BMW has
with the runflats. What turned me off about the Maxima and the G37 was road noise. It is not
that I don't like noise, sport sedans suppose to have the excitement of connection to the
pavement, but those were just road noise, unlike the European sports sedans the noise is
connected to your throttle. I am tempted to test drive the M37 and see if there is any difference.
This car as sold in Japan has maybe as an option - not sure if it is standard active noise
cancellation that is supposed to be pretty good. I did not see that in any of the literature for the
US model, but I haven't scanned it recently. I read about it in the Japanese press release on
their international website. On my M35x, after coming from an Audi A6, the noise on a long trip
had me all on edge from the constant, irritating sounds; sort of how the noise on an airplane on
a transcontinental trip gets to you. I ended up spending nearly a grand at a stereo shop on a
Dynamat installation, that tempered it, but didn't stop it. At least I'm not all on edge after an
8-hour trip like I used to be. Part of the problem is with the tires. These tires are the loudest I
have ever had on any of the cars I have had and both Nissan and Infiniti should be ashamed of
themselves for putting those tires on these premium vehicles. Now, that is not to say the cars
are not partly to blame for the road noise, they are, but tires make up a good portion of how
much road noise and feel is translated into the cabin. April Drove an M35 with Tech today. My
reference is the M35 that I currently have on lease The M37 is an evolution more than a
revolution. The new engine feels pretty much the same Major improvement in the navigation
system over You no longer have to do a hack to use the nav when driving. When driving on an
interstate and looking for restaurants, it scrolls the didn't. The information display on the top of
the screen on the doesn't take up space on the screen Mirrors fold in. It's a better feel sitting in
the drivers seat.. The michelin tires are noticeably better and quieter. It's going to be a tough

decision when my m35 lease expires in June. April edited April If you drove an M37 with the
tech package, it is actually an upgrade to the seat in the base M There are 3 different style seats
in the M The seat for the base model, the sport package, and the tech package. All 3 are
somewhat different. I found the seat in the base model M37 to be somewhat firm with the leather
not very soft, and not as comfortable as in the earlier M35 base models. Other than that, the car
performs fantastically. M37S is indeed a great sport sedan. I love the interior. Infiniti has arrived
in regards to fit and finish and refinement. You can't really say that Mercedes or Lexus are
better any more. What a massive difference from 09 M This is my lottery car. Given that the i has
gained a massive amount of weight, I just don't see it outperforming this rolling sculpture. I just
bought an M35x, after having a BMW for 10 years. I found your comment interesting as I don't
find the transmission to be that smooth. I also feel there is hesitation when accelerating. Is this
a trait indicative of the M35? If comparing transmissions between the M37 and 5 series, there is
no comparison as BMW is the smoothest shifting of the two. However, the M excels in the
reliability dept. I have driven 2 M37s. I noticed engine vibration when stopped at lights on the
first one. The first only had Tech. Deluxe Touring seats were much more comfortable. I would
only get an M with all 3 packages as they are great. I am a techy and could not live without all of
the wonderful features. But I do not like the way the car drives with the jerky transmission. Has
anyone driven an M If so, how is the transmission? I have a M45 and it has wonderful seats even
better than M37 with Deluxe Touring , drives smoother than the M37 and just has a better feel
when you give it the gas. I would want an M56 with all 3 packages mentioned above without the
sport package. I don't think any dealer has one. I may test an M56 with sport just to see how
smooth it shifts. The dealer said it would be the same as M37 since its the same transmission. If
so, will look at other brands. But Lexus got so boring I gave my last one to a family member
halfway through the lease. I still maintain that it is too "Maxima-ish" looking for the price I love
my M Back to due-diligence in finding the right car. Just drove another M Not jerky and no
vibration. Go figure. Also drove a totally loaded M56 sport. Well was I surprised. I thought the
sport would have a harsh ride and uncomfortable seats. Wrong on both accounts. Ride was
great and had no complaints about seats. We compared them to the M37 with Deluxe Touring
seats and there was not much difference other than slightly stiffer bolsters in sport. Now
leaning towards an M56S. Lease is up in 2 months on my M45 so I have some time to think
about it. Of the 3 seats that are available, I believe the Deluxe Touring Seats are probably the
most comfortable. The base seat and the sport are very similar and are both quite firm. The
texture of the leather on the base seat is somewhat on the rough side. I drive about 18 to 20
thousand miles a year so I trade quite often. I was very impressed with it and bought one with
the Premium and Tech options this past week. May edited May Wards Auto has named the
Infiniti M as having the best interior for premium priced sedans. May I just received this email
from USAA buying service last night. Sales must be slow for M37despite what some sales guys
here are posting. Do your research before buying! Or just negotiate this deal or better! I still like
my M45 enough to be patient and not over pay for this fast depreciating car. Agree with your
review. The car is not much different inside vs old one. We have G37 and M G37 is too tight for
me.. My wife loves it though. M45 feels a lot bigger inside. I hate that navigation too. Much
quieter car and you can use navigation while driving! I had BMw June Navigation has improved
on the M's It's better, but still you are limited. The BMW navigation is nice when it works! When
that works, it's terrific I really don't need a V8 though I do give Infiniti some credit that with that
super powerful V8, there is only a 1mpg reduction in fuel economy for over hp! Thats pretty
impressive! My m35 is in the shop and they loaned me a G37 with miles on it. I'm about to
replace my M35 which is coming off lease so this was a good opportunity to drive a G in real
life. I'll be going with an M The power was very good and transmission which people are not
liking I had no problem at all Even switching from econo to sport it shifted fine. Handling was
good and roomy inside. Tires were quite both highway and local streets. The interior I found to
be very lacking in a luxury car. The door handles which on my sons G35 are chrome are plastic
here, and the so called wood trim is more like laminated plastic. The seats are fine and the dash
and nav screen are nothing special. As the interior goes very cheezy this car at 53K is grossly
overpriced. Looked at an Acura TL and except for the seat quality the interior trim is every bit as
good and the outside mirrors at least have turn signals built in. This car should have an msrp
around 45K not 53K. Very disappointed after what I've read about the interior being so superior.
I think it's relative If you want a beautiful interior, buy a Jaguar It just has a lousy leasing plan
and questionable resale. Lots of choices Yeah, I think Infiniti has delusins of grandeur with their
pricing I'm thinking they have to get real! I drove the M37x. What a great car. As much as I love
my M45x, the new one is probably better. Can't wait to drive the M56, a car not made for the
world energy crisis. Also drove the BMWhandling was surprisingly terriblevery isolated feel,
loosie goosie steering--way worse than Lexus. New Nav on the '11 is much improved, not sure if

it still restricts functions when car is in motion. Interior is less angular, exterior lines not as
Oriental looking to me. Saw the silver dust paint flakes in the woodwaste of money in my
opinion. June edited June After holding down the steering wheel's menu forward button for a
bit, the scrolling gets very fast, showing the first letter of the track as it moves through the
alphabet ; ALBUM ART WORK albeit small and full track and album info are excellent in the
audio display mode, AND track info is also shown below the map when in the NAV display; The
sixteen speakers on the touring package sound very good and produce tremendous base if
desired; Bluetooth Audio works well but shows no track info with my ipod touch Ability to
switch directly to ipod or bluetooth audio just by saying ipod or bluetooth audio. Just in case
your wondering about the last point, I kept my iphone in my pocket and kept an ipod hooked up
to the car. This is the best ipod integration I've seen. Turned in my 08 M35 and picked up M37
today The m37 is much stiffer Transmission is at times smoother, but has trouble finding gear if
you are slowing down and then hit the gas. Navigation much improved Interior door handles It's
a better car I kept wanting a G, but just never felt it was a good move. Well now the M37 is out
and OMG! I finally negotiated a good deal on one today and took it home. Beautiful car, ride is
nice, perfromance is excellent! I'll miss my TL, but not likeliy for long The new interface which
uses a USB cable the one that came with your iphone will charge your iphone , but that's it.
Even though this is a car, it works only with iphones that came out in or earlier. July I found it
was my iphone I had to delete all networks and then it worked with the M. Sign In or Register to
comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. March The new mapping of my
transmission improved the operation but issues remain and I am not satisfied. Inconsistent
operation, harsh up and down shifting, and that damn hesitation when accelerating from slow
speed. My dealer initially tried to tell me the operation was normal but finally admitted that the
sales manager noted the same issues with his new M37 company car. I have the latest update
per the new technical bulletin but conclude it is only an improvement not an actual fix. After
four Infiniti cars this may be my last one. How can Infiniti produce an auto with so many great
qualities and then screw it up with a poor transmission that they can't seem to fix. And what
were they thinking before the first one was sold? They had to realize the problem but went
ahead anyway. After I dropped off my M37 and I recevied a call from service center that they
couldn't duplicate the problem for the transmission. And said this is the common complaint
from new buyer of car. He said I will be used to it. They scanned and couldn't find out any mal
functions on transmission. I will take back my car tomorrow but still worry what if the same
problem occurs in the future. Service guy said they never have heard about new software
update for the transmission. While I can live with this until the end of my lease, after five various
Infiniti's I doubt I will stay with the brand. They should be ashamed of themselves releasing a
car like this and the subsequent treatment of an obviously loyal customer I am not sure I agreed
with you sentiment. It is a shame that Infiniti release a car with the transmission program not
completely work out and they suffered by having slow sales and has to put up with subsidised
lease program to move the cars. But the purchase decision is yours.. Don't you do any research
before you buy the M? The transmission problem was discussed on every car mag reviews that
I saw and in every single M forum that I visited.. Don't blame Infiniti for your buyer remorse
Blame yourselves for making the wrong purhcase decision. My car was leased in the second
week of April, At that time zip, zero, nada, gar nichts, etc was written about the transmission
issues. I'm going to go one further; I don't need a lecture from someone who neither knows nor
was there! The test drive available, around the block, was not time to reveal the defect! Being
our fifth Infiniti in 7 years I had a lot of faith in the dealer, the brand, and our M which we still
have. I was currently driving a Gs with a six speed manual and had little experience with
automatic transmissions, but was forced out of my G due to knee surgery and the pain
associated with a difficult and slow recovery. After 3. If you haven't walked in my shoes don't be
so fast with flippant, ignorant judgements! I think you were a little hard on bienster. During my
test drives last year, before purchasing the M37, I did notice harsh shifting immediately after
start off which I finally determined was the first shift into second gear which happened almost
immediately. Did not notice the harshness in the other gear changes. The dealer told me the
transmission would smooth out after it "learned" my driving habits. I read every article I could
find on the car in many car mags , including Car and Driver, Motor Trend, etc. What an
understatement. Even the article from Consumer Reports did not mention any issue with the
transmission performance and they are not bashful about presenting a problem. I read a few
forums but did not get the sense that this was a major issue In the end, I say, yep, it is my fault
that I decided to purchase this car. But I did not know or expect that the transmission would be
as eratic and aggravating as it has proven to be. Maybe I just got one of the bad ones. My other

Infiniti autos were great cars and I fully expected if there was some kind of issue that Infiniti
would promptly correct the problem. Apparently, a bad assumption. So make sure you mention
both when you bring your car to the dealer. The more I drive the M after the software flash, the
happier I am. It has made a REALLY big difference by eliminating the "hiccup' when you start up
from a stop, and it has even smoothed out low-speed downshifts. It's probably the best thing to
happen to my M since I got it. I had the exact same problems described on this thread with my
M The dealer test drove my car and agreed something was not right. They found these new Tech
Bulletins and loaded them in my car. I must say, I also was very excited that most of the issue
was corrected. It was clearly a major improvement. However, it seems to have worn off I know a
software update will not wear off, unless somehow some default parameters kicked back in. I
am wondering now if there is some other part within the system which is negatively adapting to
these changes, byt either trying to do its designed job or that pary or subsystem is degrading or
failing. I will be back at the dealer's again next week to complian again and see what happened.
March edited March Thank goodness for this posting! I thought I was starting to lose my mind. I
had the re-mapping of both the engine and transmission control modules done almost
immediately after their release and found the improvement significant. Over the last couple of
weeks I have found many of the old quirks returning. Driving at MPH when the car is first driven
for the day I find the ride rather "herkey-jerkey. After all the criticsm I have received for my
original complaints I was starting to think I'm nuts. I guess I have plenty of company. On
another note, I thought my navigation system besides being years out of date on multiple
locations in my geographic area leading me not to trust it in other areas, was slower than
watching the grass grow. I was reluctant to complain after the criticism I received for my
transmission complaints. Now I see there is a "fix" for that as well. I'm wondering if anyone else
feels that maybe Infiniti should have gotten the car design right before they released it on the
public? But isn't what you lay out identify your problem? Why trusted any manufacturer? It is
not like we don't have a lot of choice in the market. If you decided to buy a car blind without any
review and any real wheel time to test it out, whose fault is it? Blaming the manufacturer does
absolve your basic need to do dd on your purchase. It is not like Infiniti didn't have
transmission shift problem in the past. I have 3 inifiniti in my household now, an 07 G35, a 10
G37 and a 11 M My 07 G35 has transmission shifting issue and they fixed it about 1 year after I
bought the car. Each time I know the problem before I walked in and leased the cars. And I was
compensated by the low money factor and rebate etc.. For my money it was the best car I can
leased, transmission shift problem or not.. After all this is the purpose of this forum, to
exchange information about our car and to let other know the potential problem of the car
before or after they buy the car. I assumed that you won't buy your next car without reading
extensive review from exisiting owners and test drive the car extensively first. So it is a good
lesson to learn But I did not know or expect that the transmission would be as eratic and
aggravating as it has proven to be yap.. It is dangerous to buy first year auto regardless of
brand. Cars are getting so complicated that manufacturer really has no chance of testing and
fixing all the problems before they release their car. And the first year owner become the geniue
pigs that will test out the cars. The only way to really protected ourselves is to buy cars in the
2nd years or at least have enough owner review published or later and lease the car instead of
purchasing them.. Lexus has a lemon or two engine valve problem that need rebuilding engine
at the dealer, frightening thoughts. BMW has a problem with the 3 series high perfromance fuel
pump some owners in bimmerfest reported to have 3 and 4th fuel pump replaced under
warrenty.. Mercedes does not seems to have any major problems going on now, but I would not
trust them either It's good for all of us that people take the time to post their stories. Criticizing
those same people for their purchasing approach, opining on the lessons they should learn,
and telling us how prepared you think you are when you buy doesn't tell us anything about the
car and only discourages people from sharing their stories. That doesn't help any of us and
doesn't seem to be the point of these boards. But, thanks for sharing your experiences, and
hopefully your next car purchase ends up better than your M Thanks to posts like yours, I paid
more attention to the transmission during my test drive, noticed the quirks, knew they would
not go away, and ultimately did not buy the M37x. Too bad, because it is a really sharp looking
car inside and out. I totall agree with you. I greatly appreciate bienster's posts. I can sense and
appreciate his frustration, and we can all benefit from his experience. The opinion of someone
else that's it's your fault for buying a somewhat defective product is unfair, to say the least. I am
very interested in the M37x, but I'll need to carefully reconsider that as an option. Forums like
this can be a real eye-opener, and people should be encouraged to share the good and bad.
Criticizing those same people for their purchasing approach, opining on the lessons they
should learn, and telling us how prepared you think you heh heh, I think the only thing we
learned from the venting is that buying the first year production car is dangerous and buying it

in the first 2 to 3 months is even more so. But as you pointed out, it is an individual choice to
make so why blame the manufacturer when the gamble did not pay off? And in this case, I think
Infiniti is doing the right thing. They come up with a fix.. We will see if the fix actually work well
or not.. But Infiniti definitely are paying for their sins and has to subsidy M heavily and the early
adapter definitely suffered from the problem I did share my thoughts on the M in this forum
when I first got it. It is in the late Dec time frame. You are welcome to search for it. I like the M a
lot. The LS is more luxury and quiet, the sound system is 2 to 3x better than the M and the
acceleration is faster. I have the same transmission issue and the car did o. Took the car in for
the transmission and ECM reflash a couple days ago and right now the car is on Sport mode full
time.. Still evaluating the change but it is doing pretty good so far.. The shifting is a lot
smoother and the jerking motion while slowing down in Sport mode is gone mostly. One thing I
would like to point out is that Infiniti is not doing well with M and it has a pretty good incentive,
money factor and residual for those who lease the car. It will be good to evaluate this car not
just based on MSRP but with our payment in mind. My point of posting is hopefully potential
buyers will look at the M in totality the cost, the good point, the bad points, the reliability, the
dealer. The transmission problem posted problem for all the early owners.. But if someone is
buying the car now, may be they can make out with the combination of fix and heavy sub from
Infiniti April WOT shift from 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4 work pretty work. I will give it an 8 on a scale of
1 to I also has a 10 G37 which got a transmission refresh a couple days ago and I would give
that refresh 10 out of The shift on the M with the new fresh is pretty smooth i. But I can still feel
the shifting and power was fairy liner during the shifting. I have not find a strech of freeway that
I can do a WOT from 1 to 7 yet.. The transmission jerking while I try to brake are gone.. The
audio systems still not working as I like. The volume adjusting function does not work at all.
And the high and bass seem to be pretty muddy.. I have treble set to -1 and bass set to -1 for
now.. Anyone find a solution to the audio sound quality issue? Would changing the speaker
help? Wildfire, I have experienced the same with the software "fix" for my transmission
problems. I had the new transmission software fix loaded about two months ago. Definite
inprovement but within a couple of weeks the transmission operation was back where I started.
Very disappointing. Last week, back at the dealer for the latest fix to fine tune the transmission.
Much improved Now it has again returned to the original operation. Has anyone found a
solution for this problem. I have even toyed with selling the car and have only had it for six
months. I have an M56x and have been looking for others with similar trouble Mine was also
updated with the new transmission code, but I too have the issue with delayed throttle response
when starting from a stopped position. Very frustrating.. I haven't heard of a new update to fix
the problem so I'm sure it's even worth taking it back to the dealer Actually there is a fix for the
fix. No, I'm not double talking. There was quite an immediate improvement but it seemed to wear
off. At first I thought I was crazy but many people eventually posted the same results. The
second visit to the dealer yielded a re program of the re programmed ECM. In postings I was
criticized for buying a "first year" car. Carrying that to the extreme, nobody should buy a first
year car. The only problem with that logic when manufacturers do not fully test their cars before
introducing them is that the second year cars defacto become the first year cars. Anyway, four
out of my five Infiniti's and four out of four of my Lexus's have been first year cars and there
has not been a single issue or complaint with any of them. Between the de-contenting of this
car compared to the previous edition and the sundry performance problems, Infiniti really did a
good job of damaging their reputation. I have been living with my M37 transmission "fix for a
fix" for about a month and , overall, it is an improvement from where I started. The shifts are
terrible when the car is cold but improve after about 10 minutes of driving. Still not great. The
delayed throttle response is still there without much, if any, improvement after the fix. I guess I
am just learning to live with the issue. I have noticed that the shifting is better if I drive it hard
but can't do that all the time. I have not contacted the dealer since the last visit but the service
writer promised to contact me if another bulletin is issued. If I don't hear anything I plan to
contact him again in about a month. Let's keep the pressure on. I went back and talked with
dealer again too after the SW fix. I have been doing a lot of test driving and completely agree
that it takes about 10 minutes for "transmission" to heat up enough for best level of shiting. I
think if it were the engine it would warm up quicker. What I have also noticed is that the
adaptive shift points really seem to work. I have found that if I drive the car moderately for a few
days, the shifting is moderate. If I drive aggressive even a little bit, the shift becomes very
aggressive and is somewhat rough when trying to drive easy. But, if you go back to driving with
moderate aggression, the shifting will change Its not bad now. My only issue is when
transmission is cold. April edited April May Have the transmission reflashed for almost 2
months now. Transmission selection still stay in Sport mode. The shifting work decent right
now. I am in California, so I don't have the cold start issue. Overall impression, the transmission

in my M37 now is slightly worse than the 08 LS that I had before the M. When braking hard from
higher speed mph , the hard decoupling of the transmission problem fell like a hard jerk came
back and opened a ticket with my dealers looks like other customers has the same problem. I
would give the transmission a 7. Still like the car a lot for the price I paid a months for 36
months lease.. Delux touring.. The blind spot warning and lane departure are my favorite
features in the cars. It help termendously when driving in the evening and late at night. Overall I
am really enjoy driving this car. It has been about 3 months since my last transmission SW
update. At this point I think 7. Shifting is still eratic and the throttle hesitation is the same I've
tried other settings but usually keep it in the normal setting. If this were an economy car
probably would not complain. No excuse. Except for the problems mentioned here, I love the
car. What a shame to have the driveability issues we have to put up with. I am in the midst of
trying trade Out of my lease - I am working with Infiniti of NA rep who has followed up on my
complaint filed through the Infiniti Web Site and also persuing with the Service Manager at my
dealership. That's the same tranny that was in my G35X. Sooooooooooo much better, yes the
7AT gets better mpgs, but at huge sacrifice of performance. I have a G37 coupe as well as a 11
M And we did the reflash for both cars a couple days apart.. I give the G37 reflash a 10 out of
The second re-program on the TCM finally did the trick. It's almost a normal car now; just a drop
finicky when first started. Living in southern Florida, it warms up within one half mile and is
actually acceptable. The big question is whether the fix that worked on my M will work on your
G If it does, it should basically end the herky-jerkies and you should live in blissful contentment.
Good luck! I am getting the transmission "fix" on Thursday First there was a second or two of a
pause while the car found the lower gear Hearing the engine race like that I let up on the gas a
little and engine braking started. It was both ugly, scary and dangerous. I am already shopping
for it's replacement because the cost is almost zero to get out of the lease Hopefully the fix will
stop this from happening or Infiniti should consider a safety recall of the M37's before someone
is killed. The fix definately improved shifting a bit. I'm running in sports mode now and it seems
to be better. I took the car on the interstate The same drop in power as the transmission decided
what to do.. So the problem is still there I just don't like the car enough to keep it It definitely
fixed the hesitation when at a complete stop, but I agree there is still a bit of hesitation before it
downshifts when driving at higher speeds. I'm not sure I'd call it a safety hazzard. I think it's
fairly minor and I can live with it until a newer update comes out. Hopefully someone will post
the update when it's released July After having a pair of M35s, the M37 is markedly better. More
powerful, better gas mileage, improved styling. BUT there are a few issues. First, on occasion,
there is a noticeable clunk from the transmission when coming to a stop. That's relatively
minor. Second, the Bluetooth system is an abomination. The Bluetooth works just fine, but what
it takes to place a simple phone call is mind-boggling. Choices upon choices upon choices. It
would be nice to speak the digits and do no more. Some mad person, however, designed a
system that can only be described as Byzantine. Third, the sensor for the outside temperature is
incredibly slow. It typically takes a half hour of more before the reading is at all accurate. I
mentioned this to my dealer who compared my car to another and said they were the same. Yes,
they both are terrible. I had the same problem on my earlier Ms. Still, a very good car with a few
problems that seem eminently fixable. I like my M35 NAV much better! Just tell it to dial a
certain number or name and , Viola! Outside temp was better on that car as well I also think that
this car has a lot of road noise I just purchased a fully loaded M37x and have driven it for
approximately miles. I have experienced all the transmission issues expressed in the other
message threads. I plan to take the vehicle in and request the remapping or software patch or
whatever it takes to solve the problem. I was driving a Camry for 14 years before driving this
new Infinity and never had any problems like this. I am extremely disappointed. Sorry you are
having the same transmission problems with your new M37x as we have had, I cannot believe
that Infiniti is still selling new M37's with this issue. As for the General Manager saying that
there are no transmission problems with the car, he is either lying or is a moron. They just do
not want to admit that there is an issue like this. Good luck in solving the problem with your
new car. My experience is that it can be improved but not completely fixed. I'm starting to think
Infiniti just does not get "IT. They certainly should have done the patches to all cars in inventory
before letting them out to the public. I'm starting to really believe they just don't care and lots of
their dealers are acting the same way. I have to agree with all the critics when they say the
repair is an improvement but it still is not what the transmission on their premier line of cars
should behave like. While I'm at it, the Blue Tooth sound quality is terrible on the phone and
highly cumbersome to use. The navigation system is many years out of date and acts much like
the one in the Allstate Insurance commercial. Until Infiniti wakes up and smells the coffee the
customer will never be totally happy with the car. It is really hard to fix something you refuse to
admit is wrong. By now I think everyone has heard and is tired of the If more people voted with

their wallets eventually Infiniti might get the message. Until then Caveat Emptor let the buyer
beware. Hi, I have the exact same issue with my new M I have taken it to the dealership and they
told me that this is the way the car was designed because everything is controlled by
computers but I am finding it very unsafe. I am now going to take this further with Infiniti. I have
never experienced this in any vehicle I have driven including my M35 or any sports car that I
have driven either. I am also getting increasingly annoyed that when I provided evidence that
others are having the same issue as found on this forum for example, the dealership told me to
ignore any internet information that I found. How insulting Well I took my brand new M37x into
the dealership with the transmission complaints, asked for the software patch and was quickly
informed that the has already been programmed with the software patch. They told me that they
reset something that would allow the car to learn my driving habits and it should resolve the
problem. The mechanic said he was not able to reproduce the problems I repored The car is
shifting a bit smoother but I still have pretty much the same issues. They told me they would
contact the manufacturer if the issue persists. Oh yes, and I have also just experienced the
problem identified in another thread i. I do not trust this car and I would give it back to them in a
minute if it could be arranged. I want my Camry back. I just fixed all the unpleasant issues I was
having with my M and saved myself a bundle of money in the process. I took my M to CarMax
and recoved some value from it. Our M was accepted as a trade. Since we like to only deal with
one location for all our service needs, we now have two Genesis 3. The power band makes
perfect use of the eight speed transmision which is so smooth that it approximates a CVT. All is
well that ends well. Goodbye Infiniti; I hope you survive the mess you got yourself into. August
People reading this thread may think all M's have this issue. I got mine in Feb. This car is a
rocket and a pleasure to drive. I have noticed no issues with transmission. The car does have
some issues as all cars would, but overall it is the most enjoyable drive I have had. So if you are
interested in this car check it out. There are some people having issues but if you read any
thread you will see issues. To the guy with the Hyauandai above, good luck with that, friend of
mine has one raved about it for a year and the the all hell broke loose, that car is in the
dealership more than a range rover, at least a few days every month. August edited August Like
a previous poster, I had a M37 on a 39 month lease. My problem with the car was that it drove
nicely around town, but if I took it on an interstate and wanted to pass another car, I would put
my foot on the accelerator to speed up and the car would pause while it searched for the correct
gear to downshift into and even then it would jump around between gears. There is a service
bulletin and infiniti applied it to my car, changing the shift points and dropping the mpg and it
made the shifting a bit better, but the car still had significant lag when you caused it to
downshift. I finally gave up and my dealer was terrific The m37 is now his. The previous poster
moved to a Hundai The montly payment is actually less than I was paying on my Infiniti
September Thanks, my M is at the dealer now getting fixes for problems with the tilt down
mirror feature and a problem with the steering wheel drifting downward after programming the
seat setting. I'll mention it to them when I pick up the car. This my third Infinity the 1st two being
G's and will also probably be my last. The transmission problem is real and the symptoms
confirmed by the head service guy at the dealer. However, Infiniti claims - the car is functioning
as designed. If I design a car to stall at 70 mph, that does not make it right. I drove an Acura for
20 years and wish I did not switch!! Issues: 1 The shifts are very rough - especially at low
acceleration 2 Car is slow to find the right gear when attempting to accelerate. Your other option
is to floor it and have the car racing. Either way, this is very unsettling. The local dealers can do
nothing but communicate the problem. You need to post issues and get Infiniti to fix this.
Service tech said these are all problems related to the 7 speed trans about 3 years old so you
would think they got it right and their ever increasing effor to improve fuel economy. At the
expense of safety and confidence in the car? Call Infiniti Consumer Affairs at Tell them they
need to fix it. It is unacceptable to say "that is the way we designed the car" I had the same
problems I also filed a NHTSA complaint because I felt that the almost stall when accelerating to
pass a car on an interstate is a safety issue. If you feel that this is a safety issue, you might
consider doing the same They seem to be doing the same song and dance routine my dealer
did; there's nothing wrong with the car, the problem is the driver. That attitude can only lead to
the downfall of both the dealer and the Infiniti brand. When I started to complain about the
transmission issues the dealer told me that I was the first they were hearing about this from.
When I complained about the power windows opening after they were closed, or closing after
they were opened, I got the same song and dance. Same thing with the quality of sound on the
phone. Only this time they said it my phone not their car. Even though I replaced both M class
Infiniti's in July I just got a recall notice for the power window issue and the bluetooth sound
quality. You can't fix a problem if you refuse to admit you have the problem in the fist place. As
an aside, my two Hyundai Genesis 3. They are totally predictable and smooth as glass. One

thing I don't miss is the lousy dealer attitude. After five Infiniti's I'm done with them. I vote with
my pocketbook! The very best of luck to you. You are going to need it along with the patience of
a saint. September edited September Anyone know if Infiniti has released an updated fix for the
transmission problem? Like previous posts, I'm seeing the same second hesitation when hitting
the accelerator hard to pass someone There's a delay before the car surges.. I'm starting to
agree that it's a safty hazard.. So frustrating that they haven't fixed it yet! October Will you
kindly let me know what it is? Or post a notice? Thanks in advance. The only reason I can think
of that you did not receive the notice for the windows and bluetooth is that possibly your car
already has the modifications. My car was one of the very earliest to hit the showrooms. It was
leased in April of Besides all the transmission issues sometimes a window would open a few
inches after being closed or go back up a few inches after being opened. Just like with
everything else, they told me that I was the only person experiencing the problem and that I
must be doing something wrong. They're nuts!!! I never had a window or transmission problem
with any of them. The reason Infiniti can't get the problem resolved is that in their heart of
hearts they believe the real problem is with their customers not their cars. They should never
have released their bug infested cars for sale until they were reasonably defect free. I no longer
have any Infiniti products. I got two fully loaded Hyundai Genesis 3. That's why I did not save
the recall notice. What it said they would do is replace all the window switches and put in a
better quality michrophone for the bluetooth. As an aside, I almost got T-boned crossing a busy
highway when my Infiniti hesitated for a few seconds before accelerating. It felt like a lifetime. It
was then that I considered getting rid of the car. I think everyone who has had such an issue
should file a safety report before someone gets killed. October edited October What is this? I
guess it happened because mission problem, locked to higher gear instead of proper gear. But
tweaked idle set up. It just moves up and down without my intention. I'm so sorry to hear of
your continuing travails with the transmission issue. I still think they really don't have their
hearts into the repair. They had this problem with the transmission in the G a year before they
put it in the M. It would appear that their engineering department has their heads up their rear
ends. This is just not the way to keep your loyal customer base and get new customers. I've
lived in Palm Beach County, Florida for about 8 years. For the first 5 years or so I thought Infiniti
was "the official car of Palm Beach. We are now down to one Infiniti. They are not selling well.
Since they redesigned the lights and exhausts on the Hyundai they are easy to spot. I can't
count how many I've seen. After having tue luxury brands for the last 25 years or so I can't
believe I'm relishing Hyundai ownership. Short of that they have really done a fantastic job with
the 's. Unlike Infiniti who seems to have tried to see how much they could take out of the cars,
Hyundai seems to have tried to see how how much they could get in to their cars. Between my
lousy dealer experience with Infiniti of Coconut Creek and the awful experience with the M, after
5 Infiniti's I'm sad to say that I'll never go back. The car brand stopped being fun and stated
becoming nerve wracking. I want to enjoy my car and have confidence in it rather than dread of
what it is going to do next and how lousy the dealer will treat me. Too bad; good bye Infiniti.
After having true luxury brands for the last 25 years or so I can't believe I'm relishing Hyundai
ownership. The iPhone 4 will play through the M37 system and charge at the same time if you
do the following: 1. Plug it in using the USB port 2. Run iTunes on the iPhone for a few seconds.
Start a sound source Pandora or otherwise on the iPhone My M37 is from early and it works
fine. Have not had a software upgrade. Sign In or Register to comment. I love my car! It looks
great and drives even better! My boys love to drive it too. I have never had any problems with it.
The infinity service dept has always been professional and courteous when I take it in for oil
changes and regular maintenance. I would buy another infinity. It is good. Fast and gets me
places. I like going places. The car is white. A cool color. White is not technically a color but you
get it. The seats are crazy comfortable. I could sleep in it. It is very nice. He was rich so it is no
surprise his cars are super nice and comfortable. This vehicle has very good performance.
Horsepower is an impressive hp. Handles well in all weather due to all wheel drive. Interior is
very plush and stylish. Very good exterior styling, and interior leg room. The performance is
exciting when the vehicle is in sport mode the acceleration is very quick for a vehicle of this
size. I love this vehicle because of how it handles. It rides so smooth. It is so reliable. It has
never broken down in six years, not even a flat tire. In fact this is the second m37 I have
purchased. It seems to glide down the highway and travels just as smooth in the city. There is
plenty of room inside and I love the stereo as well as the heater and the navigation system as
well. It seats 5 comfortably and the trunk is huge. Gas mileage is good for a luxury car. I will
definitely look at the infiniti next time I purchase although I am not crazy about the lines of the
new one.. But the one I have in my opinion has been the perfect car for me over the past 9 years
actually. Since I have had this one for 6 years and my last one for 3 years. The upholstery has
held up perfectly, as well as the wood trim. I do not have even one negative thing to say. I love

it. I like that the vehicle is big and spacious. I love the stylish exterior as well. I have a infiniti
that has a Navigation system. It has an awesome stereo system it has a lot of power. First,
gps amazon com
triumph gt6 forum
4 ohm speaker wiring diagram
the MX 37 is ultra comfortable with lumbar support in both front seats. Add to that, leathers
seats with comfortable cushions. The ride is very smooth as the aerodynamics are superbly
done. The seats have heat in cold weather and cooling in the hot months. The look is classy, the
power is very adequate, and the overall handling is exceptional. I love driving my MX It is a
newer. It is sporty and fast. I like GPS system and it has a good stereo. I like the color. Good gas
mileage. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner
Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews.
Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most
Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Bobbie S wrote on October 7, Sadie E wrote on
September 30, Aaron H wrote on July 16, Diane M wrote on June 30, Becky D wrote on March 8,
Rocky S wrote on March 8, Rebecca D wrote on October 22, Continue to Overview.

